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Abstract: In the last decade, additive manufacturing technologies like laser powder bed fusion
(LPBF) have emerged strongly. However, the process characteristics involving layer-wise build-up
of the part and the occurring high, directional thermal gradient result in significant changes of the
microstructure and the related properties compared to traditionally fabricated materials. This study
presents the influence of the build direction (BD) on the microstructure and resulting properties of a
novel austenitic Fe-30Mn-1C-0.02S alloy processed via LPBF. The fabricated samples display a {011}
texture in BD which was detected by electron backscatter diffraction. Furthermore, isolated binding
defects could be observed between the layers. Quasi-static tensile and compression tests displayed
that the yield, ultimate tensile as well as the compressive yield strength are significantly higher for
samples which were built with their longitudinal axis perpendicular to BD compared to their parallel
counterparts. This was predominantly ascribed to the less severe effects of the sharp-edged binding
defects loaded perpendicular to BD. Additionally, a change of the Young’s modulus in dependence
of BD could be demonstrated, which is explained by the respective texture. Potentiodynamic
polarization tests conducted in a simulated body fluid revealed only slight differences of the corrosion
properties in dependence of the build design.

Keywords: iron alloys; biodegradable metals; laser powder bed fusion; microstructure; mechanical
properties; corrosion behaviour

1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) opens up new possibilities to fabricate load-adapted
implants with a high freedom of design out of metallic biomaterials. This is possible due
to the layer-wise manufacturing, which also enables function integration [1–4]. Especially
laser powder bed fusion (LPBF; also known as selective laser melting, SLM) shows a large
potential for the fabrication of customized implants.

In the LPBF process high cooling rates arise, starting from the molten state. Therefore,
specific non-equilibrium microstructural effects can be realized, e.g., grain refinement,
extended solid solubility promoting the reduction of phase segregation size and the frac-
tion or even full suppression of secondary phase precipitation. Such effects can be very
beneficial for the resulting mechanical and chemical properties. Thus, LPBF offers a great
potential for the manufacturing of load-adapted degradable implants with tailored mi-
crostructures. Nevertheless, the usually large temperature gradient in close vicinity of the
laser melt track results in a rather directional solidification out of which elongated grains
and crystallographic anisotropy, respectively defined as texture, may occur. Together with
the specific defects of the layer-by-layer manufacturing such as inclusions, porosity and
residual stresses, this may result in multi-scale microstructural anisotropy characteristics.
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By process control, e.g., with adapted scan strategies or application of a substrate plate
heating, the microstructure can be tailored for different grain morphologies, textures and
phase compositions and the defect formation can be reduced [5]. Such anisotropy effects
of LPBF specimens will not only yield mechanical properties which are dependent on
the build orientation, but might impact the corrosion behaviour as well [6]. This can be
traced back to the fact that in polycrystalline metals the grain size and the crystallographic
orientation are known to influence corrosion reactions through the surface energy, dissolu-
tion, adsorption and oxidation characteristics of the exposed grains [7–9]. Therefore, the
correlated anisotropic material behaviour has to be considered for potential applications.

LPBF has been intensively used for several non-degradable, metallic biomaterials,
such as Ti-based or CoCr-based alloys, AISI 316L steel as well as noble metal, shape memory
or bulk metallic glass alloys [10–19]. However, for the processing of biodegradable metals
and alloys based on Mg, Zn, or Fe via LPBF there are only a limited number of studies pub-
lished [15,20,21]. Among the biodegradable alloys, manganese steels are very promising
due to their suitability for LPBF processability. Their adjustable strength and ductility, high
integrity during degradation over several months and adequate biocompatibility make
them promising for stent applications as it has been shown by various authors [20,22–28].
Especially, the mechanical properties of these iron manganese alloys can be tailored to be in
the range of those of the clinically applied 316L. This non-degradable steel is often utilized
as a reference material for the development of novel Fe-based stent materials [29–31].

In previous studies the presented Fe-30Mn-1C-0.02S (FeMnCS) alloy was analysed in
the as-cast state and showed already an attractive combination of mechanical properties,
corrosion rates in various synthetic body fluids and cell compatibility [27,32]. However, to
meet the requirements for implant applications, further studies with the aim to obtain a
more homogenous degradation, as well as further enhanced mechanical properties were
performed. Therefore, the FeMnCS alloy was recently processed by LPBF. This resulted in a
significantly refined microstructure, therefore improved yield and ultimate strengths under
tensile and compressive load along with a less localized, slightly decreased corrosion rate
due to suppression of MnS precipitates [33]. Anyhow, the dependence of microstructural
features and resulting properties of LPBF fabricated biodegradable parts on the build
direction (BD) has not been intensively examined yet, but is of high relevance for later
application.

In this study the influence of the build direction (BD) on the microstructure, the me-
chanical and the corrosion properties were investigated for a LPBF-processed FeMnCS steel.
Therefore, the grain morphology and grain orientation were analysed for specimens with
their longitudinal axis being parallel or perpendicular to the BD. The resulting deformation
and fracture behaviour under tensile and compressive load as well as the electrochemical
corrosion behaviour in a physiological electrolyte were assessed comparatively.

2. Materials and Methods

The spherical FeMnCS powders used for the LPBF process were prepared by electrode
induction melting gas atomization (EIGA; ECKART TLS GmbH, Bitterfeld-Wolfen, Ger-
many, gas: Ar) and were subsequently sieved to a nominal particle size range of 15–45 µm
(mean particle size of 33 µm). The processing of the FeMnCS specimens was carried out
with a SLM 250 HL device (SLM Solutions Group AG, Luebeck, Germany) equipped with
a 400 W Yb:YAG laser. A meander scanning strategy with a layer thickness of 30 µm,
laser power of 175 W, scanning velocity of 700 mm/s, a hatch distance of 0.09 mm and an
inter-layer rotation of 79◦ was applied. The processing chamber of the device was flooded
with Ar to reduce the oxygen content below 100 ppm. Inductively coupled plasma optical
emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) was conducted for analyzing the Mn and Fe content
(iCAP 6500 Duo View, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). To analyze the C
and S contents of the bulk material, carrier gas hot extraction (CGHE; EMIA 820V, HORIBA
Europe GmbH, Oberursel, Germany) was employed. The chemical composition analysis
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data are summarized in Table 1. They are in conformity with previous work and meet the
nominal composition [33].

Table 1. Results of chemical composition analysis of the laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) bulk samples
of Fe-30Mn-1C-0.02S (FeMnCS) in wt%.

Fe Mn C S

67.9 ± 0.18 30.26 ± 0.08 0.991 ± 0.007 0.0159 ± 0.0001

For microstructural analysis, compression tests, determination of Young’s modulus
and corrosion evaluation cubes with a side length of 8 mm were manufactured by LPBF.
Out of these cubes the test samples were eroded by wire electrical discharge machining,
whereas the sample planes for electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) and corrosion anal-
ysis are denoted after the sample coordinate system in Figure 1 as Y-BD and X-Y, which
are parallel and perpendicular to BD, respectively. Cylinders with a diameter of 7 mm
and length of 42 mm, were built either parallel or perpendicular to BD, out of which the
tensile specimens were turned by an automated computerized numerical control machine.
Ultrasonic measurements were performed for determination of precise Young’s modulus
values on plates with the EBSD sample geometry. The plane-parallel specimen surfaces
were ground down to P4000 SiC paper before their thickness was measured with a precision
micro screw gauge. A Transducer V222-BC-RM served for transversal and type 2012 for
longitudinal wave velocity measurements in combination with a sending and receiving
unit (Model 5900 PR, Olympus Europa SE & Co. KG, Hamburg, Germany). The relative
density was determined by the Archimedes method (CUBIS, Sartorius AG, Goettingen,
Germany).
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Figure 1. Coordinate system and test samples machined out of cubes and cylinder specimens
arranged parallel and perpendicular to the build direction (BD) for quasi-static tensile and com-
pression tests, electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) analysis and potentiodynamic polarization
measurements.

Microstructural features were investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM;
Leo 1530 Gemini, Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany) combined with EBSD (e-FlashHR,
Bruker Nano GmbH, Berlin, Germany). The samples for the SEM and EBSD analysis were
first ground to SiC-P4000 grit paper, subsequently polished down to 0.25 µm diamond and
finally polished with 0.02 µm colloidal silica suspension (Mastermet 2, Buehler, Esslingen
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am Neckar, Germany). For grain size and texture determination at least three EBSD
measurements per sample were performed, each covering an area of 2.4 × 1.8 mm2 for the
Y-BD section and 1.2 × 0.9 mm2 for the X-Y section. The used step sizes were 3 µm and
0.75 µm at a sample tilt of 70◦, a working and detector distance of 16 mm and an acceleration
voltage of 20 kV. The Matlab-toolbox MTEX v. 5.5 was used for data analysis [34]. The EBSD
maps were post-processed by replacing “wild spikes”, which are isolated mis-indexed
points. Zero solutions were extrapolated if they were surrounded by a minimum of seven
indexed nearest neighbours. A minimum grain boundary threshold of 15◦ was chosen
for grain detection, whereas grains smaller than four pixels were excluded from the grain
size determination. The orientation density function (ODF) calculation was performed
with a halfwidth of 5◦. To evaluate the influence of the crystallographic texture on the
Young’s modulus, the orientation dependence of the elastic properties of the material was
calculated based on the determined texture data [35].

Quasi-static room temperature compression and tensile tests were performed at a
strain rate of 10−3 s−1 using a universal testing machine (8562, Instron GmbH, Darmstadt,
Germany) for specimens with their long axis oriented parallel or perpendicular to the LPBF-
BD. For the compression tests, four cylindrical samples (3 mm in diameter, 6 mm in length)
with plane-parallel surfaces were analysed. Under compression load, the samples showed
no failure and were stopped at a strain of 25% due to bulging and therefore, multiaxial
stress states. Tensile tests were performed with five round specimens (width of grip section:
4 mm, inner width: 2 mm, gauge length: 10 mm, total length: 40 mm) according to DIN
50125:2016-12 [36]. The compression and tensile test samples were machined out of the
cubes and cylinders, respectively. This was done to minimize the impact of the LPBF
surface for the mechanical tests.

Potentiodynamic polarization measurements were performed to test the corrosion
behaviour in corrected simulated body fluid (c-SBF) solution buffered by Tris (hydrox-
ymethyl)aminomethane (TRIS) at 37 ◦C. The composition was prepared according to
Kokubo and Takadama [37]. The electrochemical tests were performed in a three-electrode,
double-wall glass cell connected to a potentiostat (1287A, AMETEK GmbH, Meerbusch,
Germany). Alloy samples with a diameter of 7 mm were ground down to SiC-P4000, rinsed
with ethanol, dried and employed as rotating disc working electrodes. A rotation velocity
of 500 rpm was used to simulate laminar flow conditions similar to blood flow. A saturated
calomel electrode (SCE, E = 241 mV vs. SHE) served as reference electrode and a large
area Pt net as counter electrode. After stabilizing the open circuit potential (OCP) for 1 h,
a linear potentiodynamic polarization measurement was performed in a potential range
from −0.15 V vs. OCP to 1.5 V vs. SCE using a scan rate of 0.5 mV s−1. Each measurement
was repeated at least four times to assess the reproducibility. Graphical extrapolation was
employed to determine corrosion data like corrosion potential (Ecorr) and corrosion current
density (icorr) from the semi-logarithmic i-E plots.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Microstructure and Texture

The microstructure of the LPBF-processed FeMnCS alloy exclusively consists of face
centered cubic (fcc) austenite phase, in which the elements are homogenously distributed.
This was already shown by EBSD, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and X-ray
diffraction analysis in previous studies [33]. Representative EBSD orientation mappings of
the cross and the longitudinal section of a LPBF-processed FeMnCS sample are displayed
in Figure 2a,b visualizing clear differences in the microstructure between the two inspection
planes. For the longitudinal section large grains, elongated parallel to BD, can be observed
which is indicated by the centric white arrow in Figure 2b and the corresponding top view
in Figure 2a. The mean equivalent circular diameter of the grains is around 77 µm. In
contrast, a significantly smaller grain size of 47 µm was determined for the X-Y plane and
the grain morphology can be described as a square or an equiaxed morphology. These
observations are in accordance with our former findings and suggest a columnar grain
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growth parallel to the BD during the LPBF process [33]. Similar observations were reported
by Köhnen et al. for an austenitic high manganese steel and similar scan parameters [38].
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Figure 2. EBSD inverse pole figure (IPF) maps of sample planes (a) perpendicular to BD (X-Y), (b) parallel to BD (Y-BD)
with the principal grain growth direction indicated by the centric white symbols, IPF color coding with respect to the
sample surface, and (c) a representative IPF derived from an EBSD X-Y sample with the multiples of uniform distribution
(mud) scale.

Also, distinct differences with respect to the crystallographic orientation are present
for both sample planes, as can be seen from Figure 2a,b. Based on the EBSD data sets for
the fcc austenite phase, the crystallographic orientations were visualized in relation to the
sample coordinate system. Therefore, in the sample directions X, Y and BD inverse pole
figures (IPF) have been calculated and are depicted in Figure 2c.

For the X-Y plane, that means the section perpendicular to BD, only a weak texture
is present. For these sample directions the intensity of {011} is slightly decreased (around
0.8 mud (multiples of uniform distribution)), whereas the intensity of {111} and {001} is
slightly increased (around 1.4 mud). In BD the observed texture is more pronounced. A
2.5-fold increased intensity for {011} was detected, which is besides the {001} plane the
favored crystallizing plane for cubic materials after 3d-solidification theory [39] and was
verified for cubic LPBF-processed materials [40]. Another factor promoting such {011}
texture might derive from the solidification dependence on the melt pool geometry [41].
Furthermore, the intensity of {111} is significantly weakened (0.2 mud). The amount
and type of special low energy coincidence site lattice (CSL) grain boundaries were also
analysed as they can have an impact on corrosion rates [42,43]. However, in this study no
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significant differences with respect to the different sample planes could be found for CSL
boundaries.

For the LPBF manufactured FeMnCS alloy samples a typical relative density value of
99.4% was determined. Distinct process related defects could be identified that were visible
in the respective investigated sample planes. As exemplarily shown in Figure 3a, small
pores of approximately 15 µm in diameter were occasionally detectable in both inspection
planes. In contrast, microstructure defects with sharp edges and crescent like form were
only seen in the plane parallel to BD, indicated in Figure 3b. These defects can be defined
as binding defects due to insufficient fusion of consecutive powder layers.
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Figure 3. Typical LPBF defect types identified for the FeMnCS alloy with (a) small round-shaped entrapped gas pores and
(b) sharp-edged crescent formed binding defects between consecutive LPBF layers.

The analysed differences of grain size and morphology, texture as well as defects may
affect the mechanical and corrosion properties, which will be presented in the following
sections.

3.2. Mechanical Properties

The mechanical properties of the LPBF samples with their long axis oriented parallel or
perpendicular to BD are compared in Figure 4. The related determined average parameter
values and their standard deviations are summarized in Table 2. The representative
engineering stress-strain curves under quasi-static tensile load (Figure 4a) show a high yield
strength above 550 MPa followed by a uniform elongation up to fracture. Only minimal
necking was observed. The serrations in the plastic deformation regime, starting at around
2.5% of total elongation, are results of the dynamic strain aging (DSA) of these alloys [44].
The DSA and the twinning-induced plasticity (TWIP) effect, which was already shown in
previous studies [33], are characteristic features of FeMnC steels [45]. From Figure 4a and
Table 2 superior mechanical properties from tensile samples fabricated perpendicular to
BD are clearly visible. This trend was confirmed by the uniaxial compression tests that are
visualized in Figure 4b.

These obtained differences in dependence of the sample orientation may derive
directly from the LPBF process characteristics. The high strength values for LPBF-processed
FeMnCS are in line with the high cooling rate and the resulting microstructural refinement.
In addition the nature of melting and solidification phenomena during LPBF results in
elongated grains and a pronounced texture in BD. Additionally inter-layer binding defects
between consecutive layers may arise when the energy density is locally not sufficient for
proper layer fusion [46]. These, under partially molten powder particles, spatially extended
imperfections are characterised by their crescent shaped cross section in the Y-BD plane
and strict alignment parallel to the layers [47,48], as shown in Figure 3b.

Their sharp edges can act as stress concentration sites when loaded orthogonal in
tension, i.e., when getting pulled along the BD axis. Such defects also reduce the sample
cross section and are especially severe—promoting premature failure even at high bulk
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densities—if they are accumulated in one layer with improper binding. In contrast, for
the perpendicular to BD built tensile specimens these defects are less critical, because their
sharp edges are aligned parallel to the load direction. This reduces their stress concentration
impact. Consequently, the perpendicular to BD built tensile specimens offer a higher value
of load-bearing, which is in line with the findings by Röttger et al. and Deev et al. [49,50].
The mechanical anisotropy might be therefore pronounced if the energy density was locally
insufficient in the fusion of consecutive layers.
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Table 2. Mechanical properties of LPBF samples oriented parallel or perpendicular to build direction (BD).

Parallel to BD Perpendicular to BD

Tensile yield strength, 0.2% offset in MPa 587 ± 21 640 ± 11
Ultimate tensile strength in MPa 803 ± 54 925 ± 31

Total elongation in % 19.3 ± 7.7 22.5 ± 3.1
Compressive yield strength, 0.2% offset in MPa 647 ± 17 704 ± 18

In compression testing these inter-layer defects are less detrimental, which can be seen
by the equal amount of standard deviation in the compressive yield strength (see Table 2).
Nevertheless, the trend of higher strength values for the perpendicular built samples
is similar to the tensile results. For perpendicular specimens the strained cross section
corresponds to the EBSD Y-BD samples with a larger grain size than the X-Y counterparts.
After the Hall-Petch relation the larger grain size should result in less strengthening for
the perpendicular specimens, which contradicts the overserved trend in strength. Thus,
the remaining differences in compression strength might be attributed to the influence of
texture as was stated by Charmi et al. [31].

Fracture surfaces of tensile test samples oriented parallel to BD, i.e., with the fracture
surface in the X-Y plane, and perpendicular to BD (Y-BD plane) are shown in Figure 5a–f.
For both sample orientations a mixed ductile and brittle fracture is visible, indicated by
dimple and smooth surfaces, respectively. Several large brittle areas with a round shape
(Figure 5c,e) reveal the premature failure for tensile samples built parallel to BD. In contrast,
by comparing Figure 5d,c, elliptical defects are arranged in form of rows. Because of
insufficient fusions of consecutive LPBF layers also several sharp-edged inter-layer binding
defects (Figure 3b) can appear in such an arrangement. Under severe loading along their
longitudinal axis they could act as crack initiation sites and result in brittle fracture areas
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as shown in Figure 5d,f. When loaded orthogonal, these inter-layer defects are even more
critical and lead to premature failure greater. This trend confirms the findings of former
research to the fracture of ductile materials processed by LPBF [50]. Therefore, the LPBF
defects, depending on their distribution and shape in the sample, may have a significant
impact on the mechanical properties.
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Besides the tensile and compression tests, the Young’s modulus, as measure of stiffness,
was also precisely analysed by ultrasonic testing due to its importance for implant design.
Significant differences between both sample orientations could be found, summarized in
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Table 3. Samples built parallel to BD show a 18% lower Young’s modulus compared to
the perpendicular direction which has a value of 194.8 GPa. Based on the crystallographic
data collected by EBSD and the elastic single crystal constants reported by Music and
Takahashi [51] for Fe-30Mn (C11 = 169 GPa, C12 = 109 GPa, C44 = 136 GPa) the Young’s
modulus for both sample directions was calculated by the Hill estimation approach [35].
The calculated values are in a good agreement with the measured one and demonstrate
the high influence of the crystallographic texture on the elastic anisotropy. The reduced
Young’s modulus values parallel to BD can mostly be traced back to the low volume
fraction of grains having <111> orientations parallel to BD. For the fcc crystal structure of
austenite, the highest Young’s modulus values exist for the <111> crystal directions and
the lowest for the <001> crystal directions. These values can be calculated from the single
crystal elastic constants and are E<111> = 303 GPa and E<001> = 101 GPa for Fe-30Mn [35,51].

Table 3. Young’s modulus of LPBF samples oriented parallel and perpendicular to BD, determined
by the ultrasonic technique and Hill average calculated from EBSD texture data.

Experimental
Young’s Modulus E

in GPa

Hill Average of
Young’s Modulus E

in GPa

Parallel to BD 165.5 ± 2.7 175.6
Perpendicular to BD 194.8 ± 0.9 190.9

3.3. Corrosion Properties

For corrosion testing in a simulated body fluid c-SBF, disc samples taken from cylin-
drical alloy specimens were used with the electrode area perpendicular (X-Y plane) or
parallel (Y-BD plane) to the BD (Figure 1).

In Figure 6 representative OCP transients (Figure 6a) and subsequently recorded
potentiodynamic polarization curves (Figure 6b) are shown. The extracted corrosion
parameter values are collected in Table 4. Shortly after immersion of the rotating samples
in the electrolyte the OCP dropped rapidly. This was followed by a steep rise and then, the
OCP decreased continuously until it reached a steady state value of around −600 mV vs.
SCE after 1 h. This initial OCP behaviour is very similar for both analysed samples and is
indicative for rapidly changing electrode surface states directly after exposure to the c-SBF
solution. It may be ascribed to the pre-conditioning (re-passivation after grinding, rinsing,
air exposure) of the electrode surfaces prior to the test and an initial preferred release of
most reactive Mn-species from near-surface regions leading to a relative enrichment of
more noble Fe species. When certain concentration ratios of the constituents are reached
the electrode surface state transfers into a slightly less noble steady state.

Table 4. Overview of values from potentiodynamic polarization measurements of the sample surfaces
prepared parallel and perpendicular to the BD. The current density (icorr) values of the perpendicular
to BD samples are in accordance to a former study [33]. OCP: Open circuit potential.

OCP (1 h) in V Ecorr in V icorr in µA/cm2

Parallel to BD (Y-BD) −0.590 ± 0.002 −0.548 ± 0.004 4.2 ± 0.3
Perpendicular to BD (X-Y) −0.602 ± 0.005 −0.569 ± 0.002 3.6 ± 0.3

In more detail, the X-Y surfaces which are perpendicular to BD showed typically
a slightly more negative steady-state OCP value, i.e., by a few tens of milli-Volts, than
those measured for Y-BD surfaces and therefore parallel to BD counterparts. This trend
was also detectable for the Ecorr values which were determined from the potentiodynamic
polarization curves. Whereas considering the standard deviations, the determined icorr
values indicate similar corrosion rates for both analysed material directions.
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The more negative corrosion potential values for LPBF sample surfaces which are
perpendicular to BD (X-Y) are indicative for a slightly more reactive (corrosive) state. This
may be due to superimposed effects of microstructure and defect density.
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According to the microstructure analysis of the single-phase austenitic FeMnCS alloy
samples described in Section 3.1, the X-Y sample surface is characterized by a smaller
mean grain size, i.e., only about half of that of the parallel to BD surface. Thus, the fraction
of grain boundary regions is higher. This can favour corrosion processes because they
represent higher energetic surface sites on the electrode area. Further, this sample surface
has a weaker texture. i.e., has a more isotropic nature than the Y-BD surface. In addition
the rarely occurring pores and binding defects might promote the corrosion in the first
stages of corrosion [6].

The anodic curve branches of the FeMnCS alloy samples corresponding to enhanced
active dissolution, i.e., the first 200 mV of anodic polarization, exhibit two distinguished
Tafel slopes. At low polarization this slope is about 0.100 V/dec, while a slope of about
0.070 V/dec is derived at higher polarization.

This trend is in accordance with the description for active dissolution of pure Fe in
chloride-containing solutions under different pH values where it is ascribed to a change in
the complex reaction mechanism. At low polarization the Fe dissolution rate is controlled
by chloride and hydroxide ions while at higher polarization only hydroxide ions accelerate
the dissolution process [52]. In the present study for the new Fe-Mn-based alloy samples,
absolute Tafel slope data are not comparable with those reported for Fe. This has to be
ascribed to not identical experimental conditions and to the presence of a large reactive Mn
fraction in the alloy superimposing the Fe dissolution reactions.

Moreover, under the applied anodic polarization conditions with accelerated active
dissolution both FeMnCS alloy sample types exhibit a quite similar behaviour. The struc-
tural particularities resulting from the (electrode) surface orientation relative to the LPBF
build direction are therefore not significant under more severe corrosion conditions. This
was confirmed by additional SEM inspections of the electrode samples after the polariza-
tion tests (not shown here). However, much more in-depth corrosion damage analysis
especially under application-relevant free corrosion conditions are needed and will be
subject of future studies.
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4. Conclusions

The present work demonstrates the significant influence of different build directions
realized by laser powder bed fusion on the microstructure and mechanical properties of a
novel biodegradable Fe-30Mn-1C-0.02S alloy. From this study it could be shown that:

• The grains are elongated and show a preferred orientation of their {110} planes along
build direction. The measured texture was correlated with the significant difference of
the Young’s modulus parallel and perpendicular to build direction.

• The mechanical properties for the tensile test samples that were manufactured per-
pendicular to BD show higher strength and ductility values with a reduced scatter
compared to parallel oriented specimens. This was mainly attributed to a less severe
impact of inter-layer defects after fracture surface inspection. In compression testing,
the variation especially parallel to BD was minimized due to the low impact of these
defects. The remaining difference was attributed to the influence of texture.

• The corrosion behaviour that was derived from potentiodynamic polarization tests in
c-SBF shows a slightly lower OCP and free corrosion potential of the perpendicular
inspection plane and can be ascribed to a smaller grain size and to a low impact of the
generated texture for this material and solution combination.

Future studies should focus on the influence of different LPBF scan parameters as well
as post (heat) treatments on the evolving microstructure and its impact on the mechanical
and degradation properties.
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